Jack Jensen General Notes

Winston John (Jack) Jensen died 1970 in NT

Many thanks, Mike, for the pic. I would certainly welcome an opportunity to visit Warruwi for the centenary, having not put in an appearance there since early 1943. Please do what you can to ensure that they know how to contact me.

F/L Alf Wilson was intelligence officer at Horn when RAAF No 7 Beaufort Squadron arrived there from Townsville. I think F/O MacDonald was Duty Ops Officer who asked Gairns to do a detour over the Wessels for photo-reconnaissance. As a result Gairns and crew spotted the Pat Cam survivors on Guluwuru. Wing Commander Keith Parsons was CO then.

Regards

Noel

Mad Jack Jensen has been hard to find – in 1939 he was appointed Protector of Aborigines by acting Administrator L.H.A. Giles along with

Frederick Edward Wells,
Leslie Raymond Miles,
John Michael Cassidy,
John Giles Duff,
Harry Frederick Cooper,
Phillip Albert Rawlings,
Arthur Roy Dadleff,
Frederick Alfred Kurtz,
Winston John Jensen,
Charles Arthur Reeve.

Yes that’s him Winston John Jensen & he was coxswain on HMAS Kuru in 1947 – got bushed on Vanderlin Island – so the story goes on.